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Abstract
It is pointed out that in a general class of flavour models one can identify certain uni-
versally present FCNC operators, induced by the exchange of heavy flavour messengers.
Their coefficients depend on the rotation angles that connect flavour and fermion mass
basis. The lower bounds on the messenger scale are derived using updated experimental
constraints on the FCNC operators. The obtained bounds are different for different op-
erators and in addition they depend on the chosen set of rotations. Given the sensitivity
expected in the forthcoming experiments, the present analysis suggests interesting room
for discovering new physics. As the highlights emerge the leptonic processes, µ → eγ,
µ→ eee and µ→ e conversion in nuclei.
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1 Introduction
One of the reasons to go beyond the Standard Model (SM) is to explain the observed hier-
archies in fermion masses and mixing. Any physics beyond the SM is expected to contain
new sources of flavour violation and is therefore strongly constrained by experimental data.
An interesting hypothesis, known under the name of Minimal Flavour Violation(MFV), is
that in the extensions of the SM , as in the SM itself, the maximal fermion flavour symmetry
SU(3)5 is broken only by the Yukawa couplings [1]. Under that hypothesis, the new sources of
flavour violation can be described in terms of higher dimension effective operators, symmetric
under SU(3)5, with Yukawa couplings included as spurion fields. The smallness of some of
the Yukawa couplings provides a strong suppression of the FCNC and CP violating effects
and therefore MFV is consistent with a new scale as low as a few TeV. However, in most ex-
plicit models aiming at explaining the Yukawa coupling pattern constructed so far, the initial
flavour symmetry group is much smaller than SU(3)5. One may then expect potentially more
dangerous sources of the FCNC effects and, in consequence, the need for a much higher UV
completion scale. It is the purpose of this paper to investigate that question in a large class
of flavour models based on horizontal symmetries and to find experimental observables most
sensitive to such completions.
Similarly as under the MFV hypothesis, once a particular flavour symmetry is assumed,
one can construct all effective low-energy operators using a spurion analysis, with the sym-
metry breaking fields playing the role of spurions [2]. Such an analysis has to be repeated
for each chosen symmetry group. Furthermore, although in principle all operators allowed by
the symmetry arguments are expected to be generated by the (unspecified) UV completions,
their coefficients do depend on the UV dynamics and therefore are not under control in such
an approach.
In this paper we do not take that path. Instead, we point out that in a general class
of flavour models one can identify certain patterns of universally present effective FCNC
operators. They depend only on the rotation angles transforming the light fermion fields
from the flavour basis to the mass eigenstate basis, and the minimal bounds on the scale
of UV completions can be estimated for different qualitative pattern of the rotation angles.
This is possible because in the flavour basis certain operators are unavoidably present as a
consequence of the dynamics supposed to explain the hierarchical Yukawa couplings. For
instance, if some flavour diagonal effective operators with non-equal coefficients were always
present, our point would be immediately obvious. As we shall see, it is easy to identify
the minimal set of operators in the flavour diagonal basis and the above conclusion remains
valid. Thus, one can determine the minimal FCNC effects which do not depend on the details
of the flavour symmetry. We investigate models based on abelian and non-abelian flavour
symmetries.
Effective higher dimension operators such as 4-fermion operators or 2-fermion penguin
operators necessarily originate from integrating out bosonic degrees of freedom. Here we
analyse the flavour violating effects arising from an exchange of heavy scalar degrees of freedom
(possibly together with heavy fermions) with the mass scale M that are an integral part of
many flavour models. These effects are suppressed by 1/M2. We obtain an absolute lower
bound on the scale M of the order of 20 TeV in generic abelian flavour models. In non-abelian
models, on the other hand, additional suppression factors in the FCNC effects allow M to be
as low as the TeV scale.
There are of course also other scalar bosonic degrees of freedom whose integration out
1
generates flavour violating higher dimensional operator. Always present are the SM vector
or Higgs bosons. The four-fermion operators generated at tree-level are then suppressed by
1/M2 and additional powers of v2/M2 since they arise from SU(2)L breaking effects. The
case in which these effects are the only new source of flavour-violation has been studied in [3],
implying a bound on the scale of the order of roughly 1 TeV. In supersymmetric models flavour
violation enters low energy physics through sparticle exchange. Since the suppression scale is
only 1/m2SUSY, these effects can be relevant even if the flavour sector lives at very large scales
provided the SUSY breaking scale is even higher [4]. Finally, four-fermion operators could
arise from an exchange of low-energy flavour gauge bosons as it has been recently studied in
[5, 6].
In Section 2 we shortly review the UV completion of flavour models in order to show that there
must always exist heavy fields that couple to the light fermions and we study the minimal,
unavoidable effective flavour violating operators which arise from the exchange of these mes-
senger fields. In section 3 we compare the obtained universal pattern of the minimal FCNC
effects with the experimental bounds on flavour-violating operators and obtain constraints
on the messenger scale depending on light rotation angles. We then make the additional
assumption of a messenger sector compatible with SU(5), which allows us to include other
relevant operators in the discussion leading to a variety of correlations between experimental
observables. We finally conclude in section 4.
2 Model Setup
We consider models with a general flavour symmetry group1 GF spontaneously broken by the
vevs of scalar fields φI that will be called flavons in the following. The SM Yukawa couplings
arise from higher-dimensional GF invariant operators involving the flavons [7, 8, 9] (see also
[10]):
Lyuk = yUij qLiuRj h˜+ yDij qLidRj h+ h.c. yU,Dij ∼
∏
I
(〈φI〉
M
)nU,DI,ij
, (1)
where the suppression scale M & 〈φI〉 is the typical scale of the flavour sector dynamics.
The coefficients of the effective operators are assumed to be O (1), so that the hierarchy in
the Yukawa matrices arise exclusively from the small order parameters I ≡ 〈φI〉/M . The
transformation properties of the SM fields and the flavons under GF are properly chosen,
so that I together with their exponents n
U,D
I,ij reproduce the observed hierarchy of fermion
masses of mixing.
In order to UV-complete these models one has to “integrate in” new heavy fields at the
scale M . These messenger fields are vectorlike and charged under GF . In order to generate
the effective Yukawas of Eq. (1), the messengers must couple to SM fermions and flavons
and, depending on their nature, they mix either with the SM fermions or with the SM Higgs.
In the first case one has to introduce vectorlike fermions with the quantum numbers of the
SM fermions (see Fig. 1). In the second case one introduces scalar fields with the quantum
numbers of the SM Higgs field (see Fig. 2). In the fundamental theory, small fermion masses
arise from a small mixing of light and heavy fermions for the first possibility, while they arise
1For our analysis it is irrelevant whether the group is discrete, global or gauged.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram for the Fermion UVC.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram for the Higgs UVC.
from small vevs of the heavy scalars in the second case. We refer to these two possibilities as
“Fermion UV completion” (FUVC) and “Higgs UV completion” (HUVC), respectively.
The only interactions that are relevant for our discussion are the ones that involve mes-
senger fields and SM fermions. The rest of the Lagrangian is only responsible for generating
the mixing between light and heavy states and do not affect the minimal flavour effects we are
going to discuss in the next section. The relevant interactions can be readily seen in Figs. 1
and 2. In particular, in the case of FUVC we have couplings among (mainly) light and heavy
fermions of the schematic form:
L ⊃ αQ qLiQRα φI + αD DLβdRj φJ + h.c., (2)
while in the HUVC we are only interested in interactions involving SM fermions and Higgs
messengers:
L ⊃ λDij qLidRj Hα + h.c. (3)
Since the hierarchy is supposed to arise from the flavour symmetry breaking alone, we can
assume that all dimensionless couplings in the fundamental Lagrangian are O (1). A more
detailed discussion of the structure of the messenger sector is presented in [4].
2.1 Model-universal FCNC effective operators
We now want to derive the effective flavour-violating operators that arise from messenger
exchange independently of the details of the particular flavour model. For this we consider
flavour-conserving operators, which then induce FCNC effects in the mass basis that only
depend on light rotation angles.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagrams responsible for the arising of flavour-violating operators.
Let us first assume the presence of a coupling in the messenger Lagrangian of the form
L ⊃ α fLiXRY, (4)
where α ∼ O (1), fLi is a (mainly) light fermion and XR and Y are a fermion and a scalar of
which at least one is a heavy messenger, cf. Eqns. (2, 3). From the box diagram with X,Y
propagating in the loop (see Fig. 3a) we get the effective operator
Leff ⊃ |α|
4
16pi2M2
(fLiγ
µfLi)
2, (5)
where M is the heaviest mass in the loop and we neglected factors of O (1). We can use the
same coupling also to write down a penguin diagram with a mass insertion in the external
fermion line (see Fig. 3b). This generates the dipole operator
Leff ⊃ |α|
2
16pi2M2
mi fLiσ
µνfRiFµν , (6)
where mi is the light fermion mass and we have again estimated the coefficient very roughly.
The couplings L ∼ α fLiXRY are indeed present in the messenger sector of every flavour
model. This is clear at least for i = 1, 2, since the light generations have to couple to some
messengers in order to obtain a full rank mass matrix. The same argument holds for i = 3 in
the down2 and charged lepton sector, but in general not in the up sector, since the top quark
can get massive without coupling to the messenger sector.
Finally there are also certain tree-level operators which unavoidably arise in Higgs UV
completions. Consider for example the couplings of the heavy neutral Higgs fields to the down
quarks
L ⊃ λijdLidRjH. (7)
In order to get a full rank down mass matrix, at least one of the four couplings λ11, λ12, λ21, λ22
has to be non-zero. By integrating out H at tree-level (see Fig. 3c) we therefore obtain at
least one of the four operators
Leff ⊃ |λij |
2
M2
(dLidRj)(dRjdLi) (i, j = 1, 2) (8)
Again the same reasoning goes through in the up 1-2 sector, and in every charged lepton and
down sector (e.g. at least one of the four operators in Eq. (8) must exist also for i, j = 1, 3
and i, j = 2, 3), but in most generality not in sectors involving the top quark.
2Except in models where the bottom mass arises at the renormalisable level, like in 2HDM with large tanβ.
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In principle there are tree-level operators also in fermion UV completions arising from
flavon exchange. As can be seen from Eq. (1), these operators are suppressed bymimj/M
2
φ〈φ〉2,
where mi are the light fermion masses, Mφ is the flavon mass and 〈φ〉 its vev. For flavon mass
and vev not far from the messenger scale this contribution scales with the fourth power of
the inverse messenger scale and gives only very mild bounds on the messenger scale [8]. We
therefore neglect these contributions in the following.
Having collected the unavoidable flavour-conserving operators in Eqns. (5)–(8), we now
go to the mass basis using approximate transformations of this kind:
dLi → dLi +
∑
j 6=i
θDLij dLj , (9)
in order to obtain flavour-violating operators. In specific models there are in general other
contributions to such operators that could be even larger. However, the contribution discussed
above does not depend on the details of the flavour symmetry and its breaking pattern and
therefore allows to estimate minimal predictions for the operator coefficients.
Notice that in abelian models there is no reason for cancellations among different con-
tributions to a given FCNC effective operator generated by Eq. (9), since the operators in
Eqns. (5)–(8) arise from integrating out flavour messengers that by construction have dif-
ferent O (1) couplings to light fermions, i.e. the breaking of flavour universality is O(1). In
non-abelian flavour models those couplings are universal (controlled by the symmetry) and
the breaking of flavour universality is suppressed by small order parameters. This is because
in those models the operator of Eq. (5) in the flavour basis is given by (restricting to the 1-2
sector)
Leff ∼ |α|4
(
fL1γ
µfL1 + fL2γ
µfL2
)2
, (10)
which clearly remains in this form after rotating to the mass basis. Flavour transitions are
only generated upon including a universality breaking term
Leff ∼ |α|4
(
fL1γ
µfL1 + fL2γ
µfL2 + ∆12fL2γ
µfL2
)2
. (11)
Each flavour transition in the operator in the mass basis is then suppressed by ∆12 that
depends on the flavon vevs that are responsible for universality breaking. Therefore in non-
abelian models there is an additional suppression of the above effect that depends on the
particular flavour transition. In principle this suppression can be as large as in MFV, but in
models with a single non-abelian factor, like in most explicit models constructed so far, the
additional suppression factor is rather mild compared to MFV. To estimate this factor we
consider the case of a SU(3)F model [11] with all quarks transforming as a 3 and flavons as 3.
3
The flavons get hierarchical vevs that induce the quark masses. The flavon vev responsible
for universality breaking in the i-j sector is therefore roughly given by the square root of the
Yukawa coupling
√
yjj . The situation is similar in the case of some U(2)F flavour models [12],
where transitions in 1-3 and 2-3 sector are always unsuppressed.
Taking into account the general case of two Higgs doublet models (2HDM), one finds the
following suppression factors for each flavour transitions (two flavon insertions):
3In models with both singlets and triplets there is no additional suppression of flavour transitions involving
singlets, but possibly larger suppression for transitions involving only triplets.
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Flavour transition Suppression factor in SU(3)F Suppression factor in U(2)F
u− t O (1) O (1)
c− t O (1) O (1)
u− c 4 4
d− b 3 tanβ O (1)
s− b 3 tanβ O (1)
d− s 5 tanβ 5 tanβ
Table 1: Additional suppression factors of flavour transitions in simple non-abelian models.
where tanβ = vu/vd and  is of the order of the Cabibbo angle. This table implies for
example that the coefficients of the four-fermion operators relevant for K −K mixing would
get an additional suppression of 10 tanβ2 (we need two flavour transitions) with respect to
the abelian case. The model-independent bounds on effective operator coefficients in abelian
flavour models can be therefore easily extended to simple non-abelian groups. Moreover,
the abelian case is relevant for non-abelian models with some SM fermions transforming as
singlets of the non-abelian flavour group.
As an example for discrete flavour models (see [13] and references therein) we briefly
discuss the model in Ref. [14] based on a A4×Z3×U(1) lepton flavour symmetry. Left-handed
leptons transform as triplets under A4, while the three right-handed leptons are in distinct
one-dimensional A4 representations. Flavor-diagonal operators involving only right-handed
leptons are effectively unconstrained by the symmetry and the corresponding LFV processes
that arise in the mass basis do not receive additional suppression factors. Instead LFV
operators involving left-handed leptons experience additional suppression due to necessary
presence of flavon vevs that break A4. The effects discussed here, which arise from rotating
flavour diagonal operators, represent only the minimal source of LFV operators. Typically
non-abelian discrete flavour symmetries lead to certain selection rules for flavour off-diagonal
operators, which however still allow for some unsuppressed LFV processes, in the case of the
above model those ones which satisfy ∆Le∆Lµ∆Lτ = ±2 [14].
We are now going to use the procedure outlined above in order to obtain estimates for the
minimal coefficients of FCNC operators induced by the messenger sector of generic flavour
models. The most interesting of these operators are those related to ∆F = 2 processes and the
LFV decays µ→ eee, µ→ eγ. In Table 2 we show the estimates of the operator coefficients
separately for Higgs and fermion UVC for abelian models and add for comparison the MFV
prediction.
A few comments regarding the estimation of the Wilson coefficients are in order:
• The expressions in Table 2 are valid for abelian flavour models, but can be generalised
to simple non-abelian groups using the suppression factors provided in Table 1.
• The expressions involving b-quarks is valid in general only if mb does not arise at the
renormalisable level.
• The estimate on the tree-level contribution to µ→ eee in Higgs UVCs is rather conser-
vative, since it accounts for the possibility that λE11, λ
E
12, λ
E
21 all vanish. Still this minimal
effect can be sizable if the rotations are large.
In summary one can obtain minimal predictions of the coefficients of certain flavour-violating
effective operators, which do not depend on the details of the flavour model but only on
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Operator Higgs UVC Fermion UVC MFV
(sLγ
µdL)(sLγ
µdL) Lθ
DL
12 θ
DL
12 Lθ
DL
12 θ
DL
12 
10
(sRγ
µdR)(sRγ
µdR) Lθ
DR
12 θ
DR
12 Lθ
DR
12 θ
DR
12 
10y2dy
2
s
(sLdR)(sRdL) θ
DL
12 θ
DR
12 ≈ 0 10ydys
(cLγ
µuL)(cLγ
µuL) Lθ
UL
12 θ
UL
12 Lθ
UL
12 θ
UL
12 
10
(cRγ
µuR)(cRγ
µuR) Lθ
UR
12 θ
UR
12 Lθ
UR
12 θ
UR
12 
10y4by
2
uy
2
c
(cLuR)(cRuL) θ
UL
12 θ
UR
12 ≈ 0 2y2dy2syuyc
(bLγ
µdL)(bLγ
µdL) Lθ
DL
13 θ
DL
13 Lθ
DL
13 θ
DL
13 
6
(bRγ
µdR)(bRγ
µdR) Lθ
DR
13 θ
DR
13 Lθ
DR
13 θ
DR
13 
6y2dy
2
b
(bLdR)(bRdL) θ
DL
13 θ
DR
13 ≈ 0 6ydyb
(bLγ
µsL)(bLγ
µsL) Lθ
DL
23 θ
DL
23 Lθ
DL
23 θ
DL
23 
4
(bRγ
µsR)(bRγ
µsR) Lθ
DR
23 θ
DR
23 Lθ
DR
23 θ
DR
23 
4y2sy
2
b
(bLsR)(bRsL) θ
DL
23 θ
DR
23 ≈ 0 4ysyb
µXσ
µνeY Fµν mµLmax(θ
EL
12 , θ
ER
12 ) mµLmax(θ
EL
12 , θ
ER
12 ) -
(µXγ
µeX)(eXγ
µeX) Lθ
EX
12 Lθ
EX
12 -
(µXeY )(eY eX) θ
EX
12 θ
EL
12 θ
ER
12 ≈ 0 -
Table 2: Relevant operators and their minimal Wilson coefficients in units of 1/M2 for HUVC,
FUVC and MFV. Here L ' 1/16pi2, X,Y = L,R with Y 6= X.
the light fermion mass matrix. These estimates are derived from the coefficients of flavour-
diagonal operators (which can be easily obtained in generic flavour models) and the corre-
sponding rotation angles. In non-abelian models one has to take into account the additional
suppression discussed above.
3 Phenomenological Implications
The predictions for the minimal flavour-violating effects obtained in the previous section are
to be compared with experimental bounds for those operators. In Table 3 we list the present
bounds on the Wilson coefficients of the relevant operators for a suppression scale of 1 TeV.4
The bounds on the Wilson coefficients of the ∆F = 2 operators have been obtained as in
[15, 16], taking into account the QCD running of the operators (from 1 TeV) and imposing as
a condition for the meson mass splittings (∆m)NP ≤ (∆m)exp, where (∆m)NP represent the
flavour messenger contributions and (∆m)exp the experimental measured values reported in
[17].5 For the CPV observables, we imposed NPK ≤ 0.6×expK in the K−K system [15, 16], and
in the Bd,s and D sectors we required that the total prediction (including the SM contribution
with the corresponding uncertainty) is within the 2σ experimental ranges
0.62 ≤ SψKS ≤ 0.72 [17], −0.23 ≤ Sψφ ≤ 0.53 [19], −7.1 ◦ ≤ φD12 ≤ 15.8 ◦ [20].
4For completeness, we include the bounds to left-right vector operators like (sLγ
µdL)(sRγ
µdR), even though
we do not use them in our analysis, as in HUVC they give a negligible constraint compared to the scalar
operators like (sLdR)(sRdL), while in FUVC they do not arise in a model-independent way.
5The bounds in the D − D system are in good agreement with the values reported in the literature [18],
once different conventions in the definition of the operators are taken into account.
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Process Relevant operators Bound on c/TeV2
Re Im
∆mK ; K
(sXγ
µdX)(sXγ
µdX) 9.0× 10−7 3.4× 10−9
(sLγ
µdL)(sRγ
µdR) 1.9× 10−7 7.2× 10−10
(sLdR)(sRdL) 4.7× 10−9 1.8× 10−11
∆mD; |q/p|D, AΓ
(cXγ
µuX)(cXγ
µuX) 4.7× 10−7 1.3× 10−7 [3.8× 10−9]
(cLγ
µuL)(cRγ
µuR) 7.4× 10−7 2.1× 10−7 [5.9× 10−9]
(cLuR)(cRuL) 4.1× 10−8 1.1× 10−8 [3.3× 10−10]
∆mBd ; SψKS
(bXγ
µdX)(bXγ
µdX) 2.9× 10−6 2.6× 10−6
(bLγ
µdL)(bRγ
µdR) 4.8× 10−6 4.3× 10−6
(bLdR)(bRdL) 4.2× 10−7 3.8× 10−7
∆mBs ; Sψφ
(bXγ
µsX)(bXγ
µsX) 6.7× 10−5 5.7× 10−5 [4.1× 10−6]
(bLγ
µsL)(bRγ
µsR) 1.1× 10−4 9.4× 10−5 [6.7× 10−6]
(bLsR)(bRsL) 9.7× 10−6 8.2× 10−6 [5.8× 10−7]
µ→ eγ µXσµνeY Fµν 2.9× 10−10 [5.9× 10−11]
µ→ eee (µXγ
µeX)(eXγ
µeX) 2.3× 10−5 [2.3× 10−7]
(µXeY )(eY eX) 6.5× 10−5 [6.5× 10−7]
Table 3: Relevant processes and corresponding operators with bounds on Wilson coefficients.
Values in [ ] are for expected future experimental bounds. X,Y = L,R with Y 6= X.
The bounds on the imaginary parts of the Wilson coefficients have been taken to be the
largest possible values consistent with the above ranges combined with the constraints on
∆m. The future bounds on the Wilson coefficients have been obtained using the expected
LHCb sensitivities on CPV observables in the D and Bs sectors given in [21]. In particular,
we consider a future sensitivity on |q/p|D at the level of 10−3, of the order of the naive SM
prediction, even though we cannot exclude that the SM contribution is actually much larger,
due to large long distance uncertainties. Of course, the future bounds reported in the table
are valid under the hypothesis that no CPV is observed with an experimental sensitivity at
the level mentioned above. Note that, in this case, the future bounds in the D −D system
will be almost as strong as in the K sector. The bounds for the LFV processes have been
computed taking into account the recent 90% CL limit BR(µ → eγ) < 2.4× 10−12 obtained
by the MEG experiment [22]. The future bounds correspond to the expected sensitivities for
BR(µ→ eγ) ∼ 10−13 [22] and BR(µ→ eee) ∼ 10−16 [23].
Using the information in Tables 2 and 3 we can easily estimate the bounds on the mes-
senger scale separately for each flavour transition as a function of the rotation angles.6 Of
course in the SM only the difference of left-handed rotations in the up and down sector are
observable. In particular right-handed rotations are not constrained, though in many flavour
models they are roughly of the same order as the left-handed ones. Left-handed rotations have
to be smaller or equal than the corresponding CKM entries in the absence of cancellations
between up and down sector, which is what we assume in the following. Note that also the
6We neglect running effects above 1 TeV.
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left-handed rotations in each sector can be complex, since the field redefinitions are already
used to absorb the 5 phases of the CKM matrix given by the difference between up and down
sector left-handed rotations.
For a given quark flavour transition we consider six different cases for the rotation angles:
the left-handed rotation is either zero or given by the CKM value for this transition, and
the right-handed rotation is either maximal7, zero, or equal to the left-handed rotation.
Since there is no effect when both rotations vanish and the predictions are symmetric in the
exchange L↔ R , only four combinations are relevant. We also distinguish the general case of
complex rotation angles from the specific scenario with vanishing phases, in which case only
the bounds from CP conserving ∆F = 2 observables apply. Finally we distinguish between
fermionic and Higgs messengers, the only difference being that in the Higgs UV completion
scalar-scalar operators with 1-2 transitions arise at tree-level while they are negligible in the
fermionic messenger case.
The results are shown in Tables 4 and 5. These numbers give a rough impression of the
importance of the minimal effect that we are discussing (up to unknown O (1) coefficients).
Indeed for large and complex right-handed rotations in the down 1-2 sector, this effect is
sensitive to Higgs messenger scales up to O (105) TeV, which is roughly the magnitude of
the new physics scale one obtains without any suppression [15] (up to a factor of 1/
√
).
Fermionic messengers give weaker constraints, because of the absence of tree-level effects, but
nevertheless are sizable in many cases and can test messenger scales up to O (103) TeV.
θDL12 θ
DR
12 HUVC HUVC
∗ FUVC FUVC∗
 0 19 310 19 310
  3, 400 54, 000 19 310
 1 4, 900 80, 000 42 680
0 1 42 680 42 680
θUL12 θ
UR
12 HUVC HUVC
∗ FUVC FUVC∗
 0 27 51 [300] 27 51 [300]
  1, 100 2, 200 [13, 000] 27 51 [300]
 1 1, 700 3, 200 [19, 000] 58 110 [650]
0 1 58 110 [650] 58 110 [650]
Table 4: Constraints from K −K (up) and D −D (down) mixing on the messenger scale in
TeV for Higgs and fermion UV completions with real and complex (*) rotations angles. Values
in [ ] correspond to the expected future experimental sensitivities
.
The most interesting aspect of these tables regards the 1-2 sector. Since the left-handed
rotation must be of the order of the Cabibbo angle (≈ ) either in the up or in the down
sector or both, the messenger scale must be larger than the smallest entry in Table 4. We
therefore obtain an overall minimal bound on the messenger scale given by 19 TeV for the
case that the rotation angle is real and comes from the down sector. Since in non-abelian
models there are additional suppression factors (cf. Table 1), the minimal effects alone do not
7Maximal rotation means 1/
√
2, but we will simply write “1” in the tables. To calculate the bound we take
into account all additional factors of
√
2 that arise in this case.
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exclude the possibility that the messenger fields of such models could be as light as a TeV
and therefore in the reach of LHC.
θDL13 θ
DR
13 HUVC HUVC
∗ FUVC FUVC∗
3 0 − − − −
3 3 19 20 − −
3 1 120 130 23 25
0 1 23 25 23 25
θDL23 θ
DR
23 HUVC HUVC
∗ FUVC FUVC∗
2 0 − − − −
2 2 17 18 [69] − −
2 1 52 57 [210] 5 5 [20]
0 1 5 5 [20] 5 5 [20]
Table 5: Constraints from Bd −Bd (up) and Bs −Bs (down) mixing on the messenger scale
in TeV for Higgs and fermion UV completions with real and complex (*) rotations angles.
Values in [ ] correspond to the expected future experimental sensitivities.
Despite the fact that the constraints in the 1-3 and 2-3 sector are much weaker, they are
still relevant since minimal effects in the 1-2 sector do not imply small effects in other sectors
where rotations can be large, giving bounds on the messenger scale comparable or even larger
than 19 TeV (cf. Table 5). In particular this is true in non-abelian models where transitions
in the 1-2 sector are much stronger suppressed compared to sectors involving the 3rd family,
whereas, in abelian models, it is clear from comparing Tables 4 and 5 that large effects in the
2-3 sector are only possible if the phases in the 1-2 sector are sufficiently suppressed. The
possibility of large CP violation in Bs mixing is especially interesting, since the experimental
sensitivity will be improved by LHCb in the near future.
For lepton flavour transitions we consider six possibilities for the rotation angles: the
right-handed rotation can be maximal, zero or , as it can be the case in SU(5), and the left-
handed rotation is either maximal, zero, or equal to the right-handed rotation. Since there
is no effect when both rotation vanish and the predictions are symmetric in the exchange
L↔ R , only five combinations are relevant. CP violating effects do not play a role here, but
we still distinguish between fermionic and Higgs messengers, again the only difference being
that in the Higgs UVC certain operators can arise at tree-level.
θER12 θ
EL
12 HUVC = HUVC
∗ FUVC = FUVC∗
µ→ eγ µ→ 3e µ→ eγ µ→ 3e
 0 23 [51] 11 [110] 23 [51] 11 [110]
  23 [51] 14 [140] 23 [51] 11 [110]
 1 34 [75] 42 [420] 34 [75] 12 [120]
0 1 34 [75] 12 [120] 34 [75] 12 [120]
1 1 34 [75] 88 [880] 34 [75] 12 [120]
Table 6: Constraints from µ→ eγ and µ→ eee on the messenger scale in TeV for Higgs and
fermion UV completions. Values in [ ] are for expected future experimental bounds on these
processes.
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The results are shown in Table 6. For large rotation angles the minimal LFV effect is sen-
sitive to messenger scales of the order of 50 TeV with present exclusion limits and up to
hundreds of TeV with future limits. The most interesting aspect is that the branching ratio
BR(µ → eee) can be substantially enhanced with respect to BR(µ → eγ), provided that
the corresponding tree-level operator is sizable. In general, there is a lower bound on the
ratio BR(µ→ eee)/BR(µ→ eγ) from the dipole transition µ→ eγ∗ approximately given by
6× 10−3 [24]. This bound is saturated in many SM extensions like SUSY, and is indeed close
to the ratio one obtains here when both operators arise at loop-level and have the same angle
dependence, as it is the case for fermionic messengers. In the case of Higgs UVC instead
µ → eee can arise through a tree-level exchange of a heavy Higgs messenger. The minimal
effect is suppressed by the product of three rotations, but can win over the loop induced one
when rotations are large. In this case BR(µ→ eee)/BR(µ→ eγ) can be as large as 19 if the
rotation angles are maximal. This can be read from Table 6 using the formula
BR(µ→ eee)
BR(µ→ eγ) =
(
Mµ→eee
Mµ→eγ
)4 BRexp(µ→ eee)
BRexp(µ→ eγ) , (12)
where BRexp(µ → X) denotes the present experimental limit and Mµ→X the corresponding
bound on the mass scale of the effective operator shown in the table. There are good prospects
to test this ratio in the future. In fact, if µ → eγ is observed at the MEG experiment with
BR(µ → eγ) & 10−13, µ → eee generated at tree-level (HUVC) can still have a rate close to
the present experimental limit (BR(µ → eee) < 10−12), whereas in the case when µ → eee
arises at loop level, the rate is expected to be BR(µ→ eee) & 8× 10−16 (irrespectively of the
mixing angles), which is still in the reach of the future experimental sensitivity.
As an illustration of the magnitude of the effects we estimate the branching ratios for a
reference scale of 19 TeV (as needed to satisfy the quark sector constraints):
BR(µ→ eγ) ' 5.3× 10−12
(
19 TeV
M
)4(max(θEL12 , θER12 )

)2
, (13)
BR(µ→ eee) ' 2.9× 10−13
(
19 TeV
M
)4(max(θEL12 , θER12 )

)2(
θEL12

)2(
θER12

)2
, (14)
where we assumed HUVC for the µ→ eee rate. Notice that the bounds from the quark sector
still allow for rates of LFV observables in the reach of running or future experiments.
Let us summarise the main points of the above discussion (valid up to O (1) coefficients):
• The messenger scale in abelian models has to be larger than 19 TeV.
• This minimal bound does not prevent large effects in Bq −Bq mixing and LFV decays,
because the rotations in the corresponding sectors could be large.
• In non-abelian models the minimal effects do not exclude messengers at the TeV scale
and thus in the reach of LHC.
• BR(µ→ eee)/BR(µ→ eγ) can be as large as O (10) for large leptonic rotations.
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Process Relevant operators Bound on c/TeV2
CR(µ→ e in Ti) (µXγ
µeX)(dXγ
µdX) 5.7× 10−6 [1.9× 10−8]
(µXeY )(dY dX) 1.8× 10−6 [6.3× 10−9]
BR(KL → µ+µ−) (µXγ
µµX)(sXγ
µdX) 2.6× 10−4
(µXµY )(sY dX) 2.1× 10−5
BR(KL → e+e−) (eXγ
µeX)(sXγ
µdX) 1.9× 10−3
(eXeY )(sY dX) 6.9× 10−7
BR(KL → µ+e−) (µXγ
µeX)(sXγ
µdX) 9.8× 10−6
(µXeY )(sY dX) 5.5× 10−7
(µXeY )(dY sX) 5.5× 10−7
BR(Bd → µ+µ−) (µXγ
µµX)(bXγ
µdX) 4.4× 10−3 [1.4× 10−3]
(µXµY )(bY dX) 1.0× 10−4 [3.2× 10−5]
BR(Bs → µ+µ−) (µXγ
µµX)(bXγ
µsX) 7.1× 10−3 [6.1× 10−3]
(µXµY )(bY sX) 1.6× 10−4 [1.4× 10−4]
Table 7: Relevant processes and corresponding operators with bounds on Wilson coefficients.
Values in [ ] are for expected future experimental bounds. X,Y = L,R;Y 6= X.
3.1 Predictions in SU(5)
The number of completely model-independent operators that are subject to sizable constraints
is restricted to ∆F = 2 and dipole operators involving 1-2 flavour transitions. Only with
additional assumptions one can make further statements on e.g. two-quark-two-lepton (2q2`)
operators. A particular well-motivated and predictive assumption is that the flavour sector
is compatible with an (approximate) SU(5) GUT structure, which connects lepton and quark
operators and correlates the charged lepton and down quark mass matrix. In particular this
implies: (i) the existence of heavy states that couple both to quarks and leptons, so that
diagrams as in Fig. 3 unambiguously induce (2q2`) operators; (ii) Md ≈ MTe and therefore
θDRij ≈ θELij and θDLij ≈ θERij .8
We list the interesting operators along with the bounds on their Wilson coefficients in
Table 7. These bounds have been obtained using the formulae in [26]. For the operators
contributing to Bd,s → µ+µ− decays, we have used the new LHCb 95% CL limits [27]:
BR(Bd → µ+µ−) < 1.0× 10−9 BR(Bs → µ+µ−) < 4.5× 10−9. (15)
As future bounds on these processes we have taken the values corresponding to the SM
predictions, while for µ → e conversion in nuclei we have considered the future sensitivity
CR(µ→ e in Ti) ∼ 5× 10−17 [28].
Again we compare the bounds with the predictions based on the minimal effects from
messenger exchange. In Table 8 we show the estimates of the operator coefficients separately
for Higgs and fermion UVC and add for comparison the MFV prediction. For each flavour
transition we then use this table to calculate the bounds on the messenger scale for given
rotation angles and look for correlations. Now only four combinations of rotation angles are
8Since we are doing order of magnitude estimates, we neglect the high-energy corrections to this relation,
such as the Georgi-Jarlskog factor [25], necessary to correctly account for the low-energy mass ratios of the
first two generations leptons and down quarks.
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Operator Higgs UVC Fermion UVC MFV
(µXγ
µeX)(dXγ
µdX) Lθ
EX
12 Lθ
EX
12 -
(µXeY )(dY dX) θ
EX
12 θ
DL
12 θ
DR
12 ∼ 0 -
(µLγ
µµL)(sLγ
µdL) Lθ
DL
12 Lθ
DL
12 
5
(µRγ
µµR)(sRγ
µdR) Lθ
DR
12 Lθ
DR
12 
5ydys
(µLµR)(sRdL) max(θ
DL
12 , θ
DR
12 ) ∼ 0 5ys
(µRµL)(sLdR) max(θ
DL
12 , θ
DR
12 ) ∼ 0 5yd
(eLγ
µeL)(sLγ
µdL) Lθ
DL
12 Lθ
DL
12 
5
(eRγ
µeR)(sRγ
µdR) Lθ
DR
12 Lθ
DR
12 
5ydys
(eLeR)(sRdL) θ
DL
12 θ
EL
12 θ
ER
12 ∼ 0 5ys
(eReL)(sLdR) θ
DR
12 θ
EL
12 θ
ER
12 ∼ 0 5yd
(µXγ
µeX)(sXγ
µdX) Lθ
EX
12 θ
DX
12 Lθ
EX
12 θ
DX
12 -
(µXeY )(sY dX) θ
EY
12 θ
DX
12 ∼ 0 -
(µXeY )(dY sX) θ
EY
12 θ
DY
12 ∼ 0 -
(µLγ
µµL)(bLγ
µdL) Lθ
DL
13 Lθ
DL
13 
6
(µRγ
µµR)(bRγ
µdR) Lθ
DR
13 Lθ
DR
13 
6ydyb
(µLµR)(bRdL) max(θ
DL
12 θ
DR
23 , θ
DR
12 θ
DL
23 ) ∼ 0 6yb
(µRµL)(bLdR) max(θ
DL
12 θ
DR
23 , θ
DR
12 θ
DL
23 ) ∼ 0 6yd
(µLγ
µµL)(bLγ
µsL) Lθ
DL
23 Lθ
DL
23 
4
(µRγ
µµR)(bRγ
µsR) Lθ
DR
23 Lθ
DR
23 
6ysyb
(µLµR)(bRsL) max(θ
DL
23 , θ
DR
23 ) ∼ 0 4yb
(µRµL)(bLsR) max(θ
DL
23 , θ
DR
23 ) ∼ 0 4ys
Table 8: Relevant operators and their minimal Wilson coefficients in units of 1/M2 for HUVC,
FUVC and MFV. Here L ' 1/16pi2, X,Y = L,R;Y 6= X.
relevant and again we distinguish between fermionic and Higgs messengers, the only difference
being that in the Higgs UVC some operators can arise at tree-level.
The results for the 1-2 sector are shown in Table 9. Note that the processes KL → µ+µ−
and KL → e+e− do not appear in these tables, since the new physics contribution to these
processes is negligible if the constraints on the messenger scale from correlated processes are
fulfilled.
In the case of fermion UVC (Table 9, up) the strongest bound on the scale comes from
K −K mixing except for small real angles, in which case µ → eγ can be more constraining
than ∆mK . The most interesting aspect is that the ratio CR(µ → e in Ti)/BR(µ → eγ) is
always & O (0.1), much larger than the typical SUSY prediction ∼ αem. Again this follows
from the bounds in Table 9 using
CR(µ→ e in Ti)
BR(µ→ eγ) =
(
Mµ→e in Ti
Mµ→eγ
)4 CRexp(µ→ e in Ti)
BRexp(µ→ eγ) , (16)
where CRexp(µ→ e in Ti) = 4.3× 10−12 and the notation is as in Eq. (12). The correlations
in the µ−e sector are such that, if MEG finds evidence for µ→ eγ with BR(µ→ eγ) & 10−13,
13
θDL12 θ
DR
12 ∆mK K KL → µ±e∓ µ→ eγ µ→ eee µ→ e in Ti
 0 19 310 5.8 23 [51] 11 [110] 16 [280]
  19 310 5.8 23 [51] 11 [110] 16 [280]
 1 42 680 13 34 [75] 12 [120] 17 [290]
0 1 42 680 13 34 [75] 12 [120] 17 [290]
θDL12 θ
DR
12 ∆mK K KL → µ±e∓ µ→ eγ µ→ eee µ→ e in Ti
 0 19 310 320 23 [51] 11 [110] 16 [280]
  3,400 54,000 320 23 [51] 14 [140] 82 [1,400]
 1 4,900 80,000 970 34 [75] 42 [420] 250 [4,300]
0 1 42 680 970 34 [75] 12 [120] 17 [290]
Table 9: 1-2 sector constraints on the messenger scale in TeV for fermion (up) and Higgs
(down) UVCs assuming SU(5). Values in [ ] give the expected future bounds.
then we have using again Eqns. (12, 16)
BR(µ→ eee) & 8× 10−16 CR(µ→ e in Ti) & 10−15, (17)
i.e. other LFV processes must be observed at future experiments. If, on the other hand, MEG
does not observe µ→ eγ (setting a bound on the scale up to M & 75 TeV), there is still the
possibility to discover µ→ eee and µ→ e conversion in Nuclei (since future experiments will
test larger scales, up to 120 TeV and 290 TeV respectively). Notice that the future sensitivity
for µ → eγ, µ → eee and µ → e in Ti is always beyond the bound from K − K mixing,
provided that the CPV phases are sufficiently suppressed.
In the case of Higgs messengers (Table 9, down), the strongest bound is set either by K−K
mixing observables or KL → µ±e∓, that can now arise at tree-level. This latter process is the
most constraining (even in the CPV case) if at least one of the angles is very small, so that the
tree-level contribution to K − K vanishes. The strong bounds from the Kaon sector imply
that BR(µ → eγ) is always suppressed below the 10−16 level, i.e. far beyond the reach of
MEG, and µ→ eee cannot be observed neither in this scenario. The only possible deviations
from the SM can be then observed in the Kaon system and for µ → e conversion in nuclei,
for which can be as large as CR(µ → e in Ti) ' 10−17 ÷ 10−18, provided that CP violating
phases are sufficiently suppressed.
Let us briefly comment on the 1-3 and 2-3 sectors. Besides the Bd and Bs mixing
observables (respectively ∆mBd , SψKs and ∆mBs , Sψφ) discussed in Table 5, we consider
Bd,s → `+`−.9 For the fermion UVC, all processes in these sectors give a very weak con-
straint on the messenger scale (below the 1 TeV level), much below the minimal bound of 19
TeV, unless the RH rotations are O(1). In this case, deviations from the SM are only possible
for ∆F = 2 observables, since ∆mBd and SψKs give at present a bound on the scale of about
25 TeV and the future LHCb sensitivity to Sψφ can constrain scales up to 20 TeV (cf. Table
5). The same results qualitatively hold in the case of Higgs UVC, but for Bd,s → `+`−, that
can now arise at tree-level. Larger rates than in the SM are then possible and, in particular,
the present experimental bounds for Bd,s → µ+µ− can be easily saturated. Interestingly, the
9The LFV τ decays and b→ sγ give negligible bounds on the messenger scale compared to other observables.
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ratio BR(Bd → µ+µ−)/BR(Bs → µ+µ−) can be even O(1), contrary to the SM (and MFV)
prediction.
Let us summarise the phenomenological consequences (valid up to O (1) factors) separately
for Higgs and fermion UVCs.
FUVC
• With the present experimental bounds the ratio CR(µ → e in Ti)/BR(µ → eγ) is
& O (0.1).
• Evidence for µ → eγ at MEG would imply µ → eee and µ − e conversion in the reach
of future experiments.
• Deviation from the SM in 1-3 and 2-3 transitions can only occur in ∆F = 2 observables.
HUVC
• Kaon sector bounds prevent observation of LFV processes except µ− e conversion.
• BR(Bd → µ+µ−) and BR(Bs → µ+µ−) can saturate present bounds and be comparable
to each other, contrary to MFV.
4 Conclusions
We have discussed model-independent minimal flavour-violating effects induced by messenger
sectors in models of fermion masses and mixing based on horizontal symmetries. In the flavour
basis, integrating out the messengers induces higher-dimensional flavour-violating operators,
whose coefficients depend on the specific flavour symmetry and breaking pattern, and flavour
conserving operators. After rotating to the fermion mass basis, the latter also contribute to
the flavour-violating operators, providing a minimal contribution to flavour changing neutral
currents. This contribution is model independent in the case of abelian flavour symmetries
(and to large extent for the non-abelian case too). The coefficients of these operators only
depend on light rotation angles (i.e. on the structure of the Yukawa matrices). In non-abelian
models these coefficients are further suppressed by the breaking of flavour universality that
is related to small flavon vevs.
For those minimal, universal contributions to the FCNC and CPV effects we have derived
the bounds on the mass scale of messengers. They are valid (up to O (1) coefficients) for any
abelian model and can be easily applied to a large class of non-abelian models taking into
account additional suppression factors. Moreover, the abelian case is relevant for non-abelian
models with some SM fermions transforming as singlets of the non-abelian flavour group.
The obtained lower bounds on the messenger scale are different for different operators
and in addition they depend on the chosen set of rotations. Given the sensitivity expected in
the forthcoming experiments, that leaves interesting room for discovering new physics and for
testing fermion mass models. As the highlights of our analysis emerge the leptonic processes,
µ→ eγ, µ→ eee and µ→ e conversion in nuclei.
In more detail, we find that the interplay of K −K and D −D mixing implies that the
messenger scale in abelian models has to be larger than about 20 TeV. Though quite strong,
this minimal bound does not prevent large effects in Bq −Bq mixing and in LFV decays. In
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particular, the ratio BR(µ → eee)/BR(µ → eγ) can be as large as O (10) for large leptonic
rotations, contrary to SUSY scenarios. More generally, the BRs for both processes can be
large enough to be within the reach of the future experiments. In non-abelian models the
additional suppression factor on 1-2 flavour transitions (at least ∼ 2) allows messengers at
the TeV scale, and therefore possibly in the reach of LHC.
Assuming approximately SU(5)-symmetric Yukawas, we can include in the analysis rel-
evant 2q2` operators and provide correlations between quark and lepton sector. We find
that for the UV completion with heavy fermions the ratio CR(µ → e in Ti)/BR(µ → eγ) is
& O (0.1). An evidence for µ → eγ at MEG would imply µ → eee and µ − e conversion in
the reach of future experiments. Moreover, deviation from the SM in 1-3 and 2-3 transitions
can only occur in ∆F = 2 observables. For the UV completion with heavy Higgses, on the
other hand, the bounds from the Kaon sector prevent the observation of LFV processes at
running/future experiments, with the possible exception of µ→ e conversion in Nuclei. Also,
in this case, the new contributions to Bd,s → µ+µ− can saturate the present experimental
limits and give the two processes at comparable rates, contrary to the SM and MFV scenarios.
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